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List of Abbreviations 
 
# word boundary 
 morpheme boundary 
 varying feature 
1DO 1st singular/plural direct object 
1s 1st person singular 
1p 1st person plural 
1pPOSS 1st plural possessive 
2sDO 2nd singular direct object 
2sPOSS 2nd singular possessive 
2/3dDS 2nd/3rd dual different subject 
2/3s 2nd/3rd person singular 
2/3p 2nd/3rd person plural suffix 
2/3pDS 2nd/3rd plural different subject 
2/3pPOSS 2nd/3rd plural possessive 
2/3pPRO 2nd/3rd plural free pronoun 
2/3pDO 3rd plural direct object 
3sDS 3rd singular different subject 
3sPOSS 3rd singular possessive 
ABL ablative 
DET determiner 
DO direct object 
FOC focus 
INST instrument 
LOC locative 
PRES present 
PST past 
RPST remote past 
TOP topic 
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Introduction 
This paper is an effort to describe the basic phonological structures and processes of the Nahu 
language, spoken by 5,400+ people in the Madang Province of Papua New Guinea. It is a Papuan 
language of the Trans-New Guinea phylum, Finisterre-Huon stock, Gusap-Mot family. 
 
The data on which the paper is based are of two basic types: transcribed tape recordings and direct 
elicitation. The tape recordings were made from 1986 to 1991 by a previous field worker, Colin 
Murphy, and from 1992 to 1998 by the author. There were a variety of participants in the data 
collection over the years. 
 
The Nahu language is in many respects phonologically very straightforward. The phonemic 
inventory does not include any rare segments or difficult constructions. But it does present some 
interesting morphophonemic processes including vowel harmony, assimilation of various features, 
voicing, devoicing and labialisation. These various systems will be described in some detail. In 
addition, a generalised nasalisation feature occurs in the lexicon of the language and will also be 
described below. The examples are written phonemically unless otherwise indicated. 
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General Overview 

Consonant Phonemes 
 
 Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal 
Plosive p b t d  k kH g q  
Nasal m n  N   
Tap/Flap  R     
Fricative  s z    h 
Approximant   j    
 

/w/ voiced labio-velar approximant 
 
The phonemes /b d g z/ are always prenasalised word-medial. 

The phoneme / kH/ does not occur word-medial. 

The phoneme /s/ has two allophones in free variation: [s] ~ [ts]. 

The phoneme /z/ does not occur word-initial. 

The phoneme /r/ has two allophones in free variation: [R] ~ [l]. 
 

Vowel Phonemes 
 

-back +back 
+high, -low I  u 
-high, -low e  o 
-high,+low  A  

 
The phoneme /i/ is pronounced [I] preceding /r/. 

The phoneme /e/ is pronounced [E] before /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /r/, /s/ and /z/ and in stressed 
syllables before /k/ 
 

Diphthongs 
 
Diphthongs are limited to the following vowel clusters: 
 
/AÉu/ hAusuwo ‘pour out’  /AÉi/ ojAi ‘house type’ 
 bAu ‘banana flower’     

       
/oÉu/ kou ‘lime’     

 

Suprasegmentals 
 
Tone/Length 
 
There is no phonemic tone or lengthening in Nahu. 
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Stress 
 
Stress is very predictable in Nahu. The general rule is that the penultimate syllable has primary 
stress. Secondary stress, if present, is regularly placed on syllables which are fourth from the end, 
sixth from the end, etc. Stress placement can often be used to disambiguate word division; ie., a 
word with apparent stress on the first or third syllable can often be acceptably divided to conform to 
the general pattern. 
 
This general rule of stress placement is sometimes violated according to the intonation patterns of 
the phrase. That is, when the phrase has the intonation pattern of an interrogatory the stress of the 
final word is on the final syllable rather than the penultimate. Stress is also often found on the final 
syllable of a root which is [+nasal] (see Nasalisation below). 
 
Intonation 
 
The general contour of Nahu intonation is an unvarying pitch throughout the phrase until the final 
syllable. On that syllable the pitch of an indicative or imperative phrase falls while that of an 
interrogative rises. 
 
Nasalisation 
 
In the initial analyses of the Nahu language nasalisation was seen as a function of stress placement. 
Nasal segments seemed to be found only in final stressed syllables. Thus the feature was not 
phonemically significant. 
 
 1) [ku»si‚] ‘bamboo’  2) [nu‚] ‘bird’ 
 3) [ho»Re‚] ‘truly’  4) [hA»mo‚] ‘true’ 
     5) [A‚] ‘dog’ 
 
As a result of subsequent investigation, however, nasal segments were found in other positions of the 
word and in unstressed syllables. 
 
 6) [hi»Jo‚qe] 'light up'  7) [tA»NguRi‚] 'do.PST.2/3p.RPST' 
 
Further, some nasal segments existed in minimal pairs of words. 
 
 8) [»kAmA] ‘not’  9) [»kAmi] ‘thorn’ 
  [»kAmA‚] ‘corn’   [»kAmi‚] ‘her husband 
 
These and similar data seemed to require that nasal vowel phonemes be included in the inventory. 
But it was an inelegant solution. Another way of explaining the same data presented itself. 
Nasalisation in the Nahu language may be seen as a feature not of the segment but as a 
suprasegmental located on certain roots and suffixes. These roots and suffixes exist in the lexicon 
with a [+nasal] feature, realised phonetically on their final vowels. Furthermore, some lexemes have 
a [+nasal] feature which has no surface realisation, but which still motivates certain 
morphophonemic processes as if it did (see Morphophonemics below). 
 

Loan words 
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Loan words from English and Tok Pisin are generally made to conform to Nahu phonology. Word-
medial voiced plosives are routinely prenasalised.  
 
 10) Friday Tok Pisin [fRAJde] 
   Nahu [pIRAJnde] 
     
 11) Morobe Tok Pisin [moRobe] 
   Nahu [moRombe] 
 
Consonant clusters are broken up through vowel insertion. 
 
 12) school English [skuJl] 
   Nahu [sikuli] 
 
Words which end in a non-nasal consonant have a final vowel supplied which conforms to the 
roundness and backness of the final vowel of the loan word. 
 
 13) Paul English [pHçl] 
   Nahu [pHolu] 
     
 14) cassette English [kAsEt] 
   Nahu [kAsEti] 
  
Words ending in nasals do not receive the epenthesised vowel, apparently accommodated because of 
the nasal suprasegemental feature. The nasal segment takes on a suprasegmental reality. For 
instance, when a Tok Pisin transitive verb, ending in /-im/ is incorporated into Nahu it is given the 
3rd singular direct object suffix /-ýo/, the suffix used for any [+nasal] root. 
 
 15) 'book (a ticket)' Tok Pisin [bukim] 
   Nahu [bukimNote

] 
 
In many names, which are derived from Kâte (a language of wider communication), the segment 
[dz] is very common, as well as the consonant cluster [ýk], neither of which occur in indigenous 
Nahu words. 

Syllables 

Structure 
 
The syllable structure of Nahu is of the following type: 

(C)V(V) 

 
V A) 'dog'  o.re ‘road’  u.sA.e.ro 'spread out'  hu.i) ‘his hair’ 
CV no ‘I’  so.no ‘water’  ku.hu.ri ‘heavy’  kA.mA ‘not’ 
CVV kou ‘lime'  hAu.su.wo ‘pour out’     ki.nAu ‘shell.type’ 
 

Vowel sequences 
 
The following vowel sequences have been observed: 
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  A e i o u 
 A  Ae Ai  Au 
 e      
 i iA   io  
 o  oe   ou 
 u uA  ui uo  
 
Vowel sequences are interpreted in the following fashion: 
 
Sequences of [-high],[+high] vowels ([ou], [Au], [Ai]) receive only one stress, on the first vowel, and 
are treated as a single syllable peak.  
 
Sequences of [+high],[-high] vowels ([io], [iA], [uo], [uA]) receive two stresses and are treated as 
two syllable peaks.  
 
Sequences of [-high],[-high] vowels and [+high],[+high] vowels ([Ae], [oe], [ui]) receive two 
stresses and are treated as two syllable peaks. 
 

Semi-vowels 
 
Minimal pairs which serve to illumine the presence or absence of semi-vowels are rare but they do 
exist. Consider the following data: 
 
 16) [i.o] 'yes'  17) [ko.e] 'wallaby.sp'  18) [mA.e] 'come' 
  [Jo] 'be'   [ko.We] 'skin'   [nA‚.Je] 'their mother' 
 
The speakers prefer to insert a semi-vowel between the [+high],[-high] vowel sequences 
[io], [iA], [uo], [uA] but not always between the [+high],[+high] sequence [ui] nor the [-high],[-
high] sequences [Ae], [oe]. In light of these data it seems that the semi-vowels /j/ and /w/ are 
indeed phonemes.  
 
A possibly diachronic change is found in two examples. The speakers of one dialect pronounce one 
morpheme /kA/ as [kWA] 'one'. And all speakers pronounce one word [kWiepo] 'tomorrow' but prefer to 
spell it <kuyepo>. 

Morphophonemics 

Vowel Elision 
 
Several affixes cause the loss of a vowel in the root or stem to which they are attached. Observe the 
following paradigm: 
 
 19) te.te.no ‘do.PRES.1s ‘I do (it)’ 
  t.A.no ‘do.PST.1s ‘I did (it)’ 
     
 20) towo.te.to ‘hold.PRES.1p ‘we hold (it)’ 
  tow.A.to ‘hold.PST.1p ‘we held (it)’ 
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 21) qA.te.go ‘cook.PRES.2/3p ‘they cook (it)’ 
  q.A.go ‘cook.PST.2/3p ‘they cooked (it)’ 

 
In examples 19-21) the past tense morpheme /A/ causes the root- or stem-final vowel to elide. 
 
 22) pAre  ‘woman’ 
  pAr.i) ‘woman.3sPOSS’ ‘his wife’ 
     
 23) kAde  ‘hand’ 
  kAd.i) ‘hand.3sPOSS’ ‘his hand’ 
 
In examples 22) and 23) the 3rd singular possessive morpheme /I )/ causes the elision. 
 
 24) towo  ‘hold’ 
  tow.i ‘hold.2/3pDS’ 'they hold' 
     
 24) mAhe  ‘come’ 
  mAh.i ‘come.2/3pDS’ 'they come' 
 
In examples 23) and 24) the 2nd/3rd plural different subject marker produces the same effect. 
 
From all these examples the following vowel elision rule may be postulated: 
 
 V   /  __ + V (ELISION - ELIS) 
 
RULE: A vowel is elided preceding a vowel across a morpheme boundary. 
 
 UF ne + A mAde + i) rANo + i 
 ELIS n + A mAd + i) rAN + i 
 SF nA mAdi) rANi 
  'eat.PST' 'talk.3sPOSS' 'throw.2/3pDS' 
 
A singular case in which this elision rule does not apply is for the verb root /yo/ ‘be’. When the 2/3pDS 
suffix, /-i/ is added the resultant form is /yuri/. Apparently the [o] is raised and the flap [R] is inserted. 
 

Vowel Raising - General 
 
When certain affixes are applied to a root the feature of vowel height is spread in a left-wise fashion. 
That is, the vowel of a suffix changes the final vowel of the root, while the first vowel of the root 
affects the vowel of a prefix. Consider the following data: 
 
 25) howe  ‘follow’ 
  howi.ni‚ ‘follow.2/3sDS’ 'he follows' 
     
 26) ne  ‘eat’ 
  ni.ri ‘eat.2/3dDS’ 'they two eat' 
     
 27) muro  'shoot' 
  nu.muro '1DO.shoot' 'shoot me' 
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In 25) and 26) above notice that the /i/ segment of the suffix spreads its height feature leftwards 
onto the final /e/ of the root, raising it to /i/. And in 27) the height of the first vowel of the root 
also spreads leftwards, raising the vowel of the prefix. 
 
From these examples the following rule may be postulated: 
 
 V  V / __ + C V      (VOWEL RAISING 1- VR1) 
 [-high] 

[-low] 
 [+high]   [+high]  

 
RULE: The final mid vowel of a prefix, stem or root is raised to the height of the vowel of a 
following syllable. 
 
 UF sowe+ni‚ te+ri no+muro 

 VR1 sowi+ni‚ ti+ri nu+muro 

 SF sowini‚ tiri numuro 
  'join.3sDS' 'do.2/3dDS' 'shoot me' 
 

Vowel Raising - Specific 
 
There are three words which function as the direct object of a class of verbs. These three may at one 
time have been a causative verb, /re/, which took the three direct object prefixes. Over time they 
have become specialised direct objects themselves. When subjected to the vowel raising process, the 
harmonisation extends further left than just one syllable. 
 
 28) samaka nere.te ‘help 1DO.PRES.2/3s’ 'he helps me' 
  samaka niri.ni) ‘help 1DO.2/3sDS’ 'he helps me.2/3sDS' 
     
 29) kusi kere.te ‘tie 2sDO.PRES.2/3s’ 'he ties you' 
  kusi kir.i ‘tie 2sDO.2/3pDS’ 'he ties you.2/3sDS' 
     
 30) osese jere.te ‘ask 2/3pDO.PRES.2/3s’ 'he asks them' 
  osese jiri.ni) ‘ask 2/3pDO.2/3sDS’ 'he asks them.2/3sDS' 
 
The following rule must be in place: 
 
 Cere  Ciri / __ +(C) V  (VOWEL RAISING 2 - VR2) 
      [+high]   
      [-back]   
 
RULE: The specialised direct object words /nere/, /kere/ and /jere/ have their vowels raised to the 
height of the vowel of a following suffix. 
 
This rule must also be in an ordered relation with the Elision Rule stated above. 
 
 UF nere+ni‚ kere+i 
 VR2 niri+ni‚ kiri+i 
 ELIS ---- kir+i 
 SF nirini‚ kiri 
  '1DO.3sDS' '2sDO.2/3pDS' 
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Prefix Harmony 
 
The range of prefixes is limited to the three direct objects prefixes: 
 
  singular plural 
 1 no- 
 2 ko-  
 3  jo- 
 
When these prefixes are added they are affected by the initial vowel of the root and vice versa. Two 
of the rules have already been dealt with, but two more rules need to be introduced. Consider the 
following data: 
 
 31) howe.te.go follow.PRES.2/3p ‘they follow’ 
  no.howe.te.g

o 
1DO.follow.PRES.2/3p ‘they follow me/us’ 

     
 32) qA.te.go burn.PRES.2/3p 'they burn' 
  no.qA.te.go 1DO.burn.PRES.2/3p 'they burn me/us' 
     
 33) ki.te.go bite.PRES.2/3p ‘they bite’ 
  ki.ki.te.go 2sDO.bite.PRES.2/3p ‘they bite you’ 
     
 34) muro.te.go shoot.PRES.2/3p ‘they shoot’ 
  ju.muro.te.go 2/3pDO.shoot.PRES.2/3

p 
‘they shoot them’ 

     
 35) uro.te.go hit.PRES.2/3p ‘they hit’ 
  n.uro.te.go 1DO.hit.PRES.2/3p ‘they hit me/us’ 
     
 36) ino.te.go give.PRES.2/3p ‘they give’ 
  k.uno.te.go 2sDO.give.PRES.2/3p ‘they give you’ 
 
Backing 
 
When a direct object prefix is added to a root which begins with a vowel, a process of backing 
occurs: 
 
 37) no.roto.te.go 1DO.release.PRES.2/3p ‘they release me/us’ 
  ko.howe.te.go 2sDO.follow.PRES.2/3p ‘they follow you’ 
  jo.woso.te.go 2/3pDO.pull.PRES.2/3p ‘they pull them’ 
     
 38) uro.te.go hit.PRES.2/3p ‘they hit’ 
  n.uro.te.go 1DO.hit.PRES.2/3p ‘they hit me/us’ 
     
 39) ino.te.go give.PRES.2/3p ‘they give’ 
  k.uno.te.go 2sDO.give.PRES.2/3p ‘they give you’ 
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From this data the following rule may be postulated: 
 
 V  V / V + __ (BACKING-BK) 
   [+back]  [+back]  
     [DO]   
  
RULE: A vowel becomes [+back] following the [+back] vowel of the direct object prefix. 
 
As can be seen in examples 38) and 39), the elision rule applies also on these forms. The two rules 
must  be applied in an ordered way to achieve the proper surface form. 
 
 UF no+howe no+ino no+uro 

 BK ---- no+uno ---- 

 ELIS ---- n+uno n+uro 

 SF nohowe nuno nuro 
  'follow me' 'give me' 'hit me' 
 
There is an apparent exception to this rule set. Consider the following data: 
 
 40) n.ijo.te.go 1DO.look.PRES.2/3p ‘they look at me/us’ 
  k.ijo.te.go 2sDO.look.PRES.2/3p ‘they look at you’ 
  j.ijo.te.go 2/3pDO.look.PRES.2/3p ‘they look at them’ 
 
The root form of this verb could possibly be /ijo/ in which case the vowel of the prefix elides in 
conformity to the Elision Rule stated above. But then the surface form of the root /ino/ when 
prefixed, (see example 39 above) would not be explained. 
 
Another explanation presents itself, however. When the object being looked at is either a 3rd person 
singular human object, or any non-human object, the verb is /qene/. It is possible, then, to regard 
these three forms as suppletive allomorphs for the verb /qene/ when referring to 1st person 
singular/plural, 2nd person singular or 2nd/3rd person plural human objects and thus do not in fact 
take a prefix at all. 
 
Thus: 
 
 41) qene.te.g

o 
look at him/it.PRES.2/3p 'they look at him/it' 

  nijo.te.go look at me/us.PRES.2/3p ‘they look at me/us’ 
  kijo.te.go look at you.look.PRES.2/3p ‘they look at you’ 
  jijo.te.go look at.them.PRES.2/3p ‘they look at them’ 
 
Backness Assimilation 
 
When the root begins with a vowel the rules which apply are BACKING and ELISION (see above). 
But note the examples of a previous rule where the prefix is added to a consonant-initial root. When 
the first vowel of the root is [-high], as in 31) and 32), there is no change to the prefix vowel. 
However, when the first vowel of the root is [+high], as in 33) and 34) the prefix vowel is raised. In 
addition, the backness feature of the root vowel, whether [+back] or [-back], also spreads. A further 
rule may be postulated: 
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 V  V / __ + C V      (BACKNESS ASSIMILATION - BA) 
   [+high]   [+high]  
   [ back]   [ back] 
   [DO]     
 
RULE: The vowel of the direct object prefix assimilates to the backness of the first [+high] vowel of 
a consonant-initial root. 
 
This rule must be applied in an ordered way with the three other rules affecting prefixes: BACKING, 
ELISION and VOWEL RAISING 1 (see above) to achieve the correct surface forms. 
 
 UF  no+re no+howe no+qA no+ino no+uro no+muro no+ki 
 BK ---- ---- ---- no+uno ---- ---- ---- 

 ELIS ---- ---- ---- nuno nuro ---- ---- 

 VR1 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- nu+muro nu+ki 
 BA ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ni+ki 
 SF  nore nohowe noqA nuno nuro numuro niki 
   'get me' 'follow me' 'burn me' 'give me' 'hit me' 'shoot me' 'bite me'
 

Devoicing 
 
There are two verb roots which undergo a devoicing process when there is no prefix attached. 
Consider: 
 
 42) ki.te.go bite.PRES.2/3p 'they bite' 
  ni.ki.te.go 1DO.bite.PRES.2/3p 'they bite me' 
     
 43) towo.te.go hold.PRES.2/3p ‘they hold it’ 
  no.dowo.go 1DO.hold.PRES.2/3p ‘they hold me/us’ 
     
 44) to§o.te.go cut.PRES.2/3p ‘they cut it’ 
  ko.do§o.te.go 2sDO.PRES.2/3p ‘they cut you’ 
 
Although the initial voiceless plosive of 42) above is the same whether affixed or not, those of 43) 
and 44) are voiced when affixed. The only explanation seems to be that the underlying forms of 
those two roots (and they are the only such roots which exhibit this alternation) begin with a voiced 
plosive which devoices word-initial. 
 
 [dowo]  [towo] /  # __      (DEVOICING - DV) 
 [doNo]  [toNo]    
 
RULE: When the roots /dowo/ and /doNo/ are word-initial the initial voiced plosive becomes 
devoiced. 
 
 UF #dowo #doNo 
 DV #towo #toNo 
 SF towo toNo 
  'hold' 'cut' 
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Voicing (with Prenasalisation) 
 
In the Nahu language there are several suffixes beginning with plosives which have two allomorphs 
depending on whether or not they are affixed to [+nasal] morphemes: 
 
 
 [-nasal]+__  [+nasal]+__   
      

 -po  -bo  'INST' 
 -to  -do  'FOC' 
 -ke  -ge  '2/3sPOSS' 
 -kA  -gA  'DET' 
 -ko  -go  'TOP' 
 
Now consider the following data: 
 
 45) pAre.ke 'woman.2sPOSS' 
  kHo.ke 'garden.2sPOSS' 
    
 46) AwA.ge 'father.2sPOSS' 
  kHe.ge 'leg.2sPOSS' 
    
 47) nA‚.ge 'mother.2sPOSS' 
  yede‚.ge ‘village.2sPOSS’ 
 
Notice that we must assume 45) above to be evidence of a [-nasal] feature on these roots and 
[+nasal] on 46) and 47). The same process is obviously at work with the affixation of the focus 
marker: 
 
 48) pAre.to woman.FOC' 
  ka.to 'one.FOC' 
    
 49) AwA.do 'father.FOC' 
  ye.do '2/3pPRO.FOC' 
    
 50) usisi‚.do 'ancestor.FOC' 
 
The instrumental marker undergoes the same process: 
 
 51) kiri.po 'nettles.INST' 
  wodo.po 'stone.INST' 
    
 52) kAde.ye.bo 'hand.2/3pPOSS.INST' 
  tiwi.bo 'heat.INST' 
    
 53) hiyo‚.bo 'light.INST' 
  kewA‚.bo 'wood.INST' 
 
From these examples the following rule may be postulated: 
 
 C  C / [+nasal] + __  (VOICING - V) 
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 [-voice]  [+voice]     
 
RULE: An initial voiceless plosive of a suffix becomes voiced when the preceding root or suffix is 
marked for nasality. 
 
  

 UF 
 [+nasal] 

yede‚† 
 

+ke 
[+nasall
usisi‚††

 

+to 

[+nasal] 

kAde   -ye   +po 

[-nasal]
pAre†

 

+ke 
        

  
V  

 [+nasal] 
yede‚† 

 

+ge 
[+nasal]

usisi‚††
 

+do 

[+nasal] 

kAde†† -ye  +bo 

 

---- 
       
  SF  yede‚ge usisi‚do kAdeyebo pAreke 
   'village.2sPOSS' 'ancestor.FOC' 'hand.2/3pPOSS.INST' 'woman.2/sPOSS' 
 

Labialisation 
 
Another effect of the affixation of [+nasal] roots produces labialisation of a nasal segment on the 
locative suffix /-no/. Consider: 
 
 54) yA.no ‘house.LOC’ 
  yede‚.mo ‘village.LOC’ 
    
 55) sono.no ‘water.LOC’ 
  tuno.mo ‘open space.LOC’ 
 
These data give rise to the following rule: 
 
 [no]  [mo] / [+nasal] + __  (LABIALISATION - LB) 
 
RULE: The initial coronal nasal of the locative suffix becomes labial in the environment of a 
[+nasal] root. 
 
  

 UF 
 [+nasal] 

kHo    -ye +no 

[-nasal]
suwo 

 
+no 

      

  
LB  

 [+nasal] 
kHo†   -ye   +mo --

 
-- 

     

  SF  kHoyemo suwono 
   'garden.2/3pPOSS.LOC' 'night.LOC' 
 
There is, however, one exception to the application of the Labialisation Rule, the 2nd singular 
possessive suffix /-ke/. Consider the following data: 
 
 56) kAde.ke.po ‘hand.2sPOSS.INST' 
  kAde.ke.mo ‘hand.2sPOSS.LOC’ 
 
Notice in 56) that /-ke/ is [-nasal] as evidenced by the lack of voicing of the instrumental suffix /-
po/. But it still motivates the Labialisation Rule. Thus: 
 
   [-nasal] 
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 UF yA+  ke  +no 
    

  
LB  

 [-nasal]    
yA+   ke +mo 

    

  SF  yAkemo 
   'house.2sPOSS.LOC' 
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Appendix 
 

Description of Consonants 
 
Voiceless Plosives 
 
/p/ [p] - voiceless unaspirated bilabial plosive 
 /puri‚/ [puRi‚] ‘mountain’ 
 /topo/ [topo] ‘wantok’ 
    

/t/ [t] - voiceless unaspirated alveolar plosive 

 /tomo‚/ [tomo‚] ‘louse’ 
 /woto‚/ [Woto‚] ‘bridge’ 
    
/k/ [k] - voiceless unaspirated velar plosive 

 /kAkAri
/ 

[kAkARi] ‘plant type’ 

 /noko/ [noko] ‘earth’ 
    

/kH/ [kH] – voiceless aspirated velar plosive, occurs only word-initial 
 /kHo/ [kHo] 'work' 
 /kHe/ [kHe] 'road' 
    

/q/ [q] - voiceless unaspirated uvular plosive 

 /qA/ [qA] ‘cook’ 
 /imAqe/ [imAqe] ‘rest’ 
    

Voiced Plosives 
 
/b/ [b] - voiced bilabial plosive, occurs only word-initial 
 /bodA/ [bondA] ‘flute’ 
 [mb] - voiced bilabial prenasalised plosive, occurs only word-medial 
 /tobo/ [tombo] ‘arm band’ 
    
/d/ [d] - voiced alveolar plosive, occurs only word-initial 
 /domu/ [domu] ‘betel nut’ 
 [nd] - voiced alveolar prenasalised plosive, occurs only word-medial 
 /wodo/ [Wondo] ‘stone’ 
    
/g/ [g] - voiced velar plosive, occurs only word-initial 
 /gugute

/ 

[guNgute
] 

‘necklace’ 

 [Ng] - voiced velar prenasalised plosive, occurs only word-medial 
 /mugç/ [muNgA] ‘fly’ 
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Nasals 
 
/m/ [m] - voiced bilabial nasal 
 /mAko/ [mAko] ‘door’ 
 /hAmo‚/ [hAmo‚] ‘true’ 
    
/n/ [n] – voiced alveolar nasal 
 /no/ [no] ‘I’ 
 /uni/ [uni] ‘man’ 
    
/N/ [N] – voiced velar nasal 
 /NA/ [NA] ‘this’ 
 /puNo/ [puNo] ‘trunk’ 
    

Flaps 
 
/r/ [R] – voiced alveolar flap, occurs in free variation with the alveolar lateral approximant [l] 
 /rokopç/ [RokopA] ‘crack’ 
 /pçre/ [pARe] ‘woman’ 
    

Fricatives 
 
/s/ [s] – voiceless grooved alveolar fricative, occurs in free variation with the alveolar affricate [ts] 
 /sono/ [sono] ‘water’ 
 /soso/ [soso] ‘all’ 
    

/z/ [nz] - voiced grooved alveolar prenasalised fricative, occurs only word-medial 
 /pezAkArA/ [pEnzAkARA

] 
‘twins’ 

 /winzumo/ [Winzumo] 'extinguish' 
    
/h/ [h] - voiceless glottal fricative 

 /hore‚/ [hoRe‚] ‘truly’ 
 /kuhuri‚/ [kuhuRi‚] ‘heavy’ 
    
Approximants 
 
/j/ [j] - voiced palatal approximant 
 /jA/ [jA] ‘house’ 
 /nAjo/ [nAjo] ‘cockatoo’ 
    

/w/ [w] - voiced labio-velar approximant 
 /woso‚/ [Woso‚] ‘grass skirt’ 
 /towo/ [towo] ‘hold’ 
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Description of Vowels 
 
Front Vowels 
 
/i/ [i] - voiced front unrounded high close vocoid 

 /ijo/ [iJo] ‘yes’ 

 /suki/ [suki] ‘long time’ 

 /hui‚/ [hui‚] 'his hair' 

 [I] - voiced front unrounded high open vocoid, occurs only before /r/ 

 /irijo‚/ [IRiJo‚] 'black' 

 /sire/ [sIRe] ‘snake’ 

    

/e/ [e] - voiced front unrounded mid close vocoid 

 /owe/ [»owe] ‘name’ 

 /kAde/ [»kAnde] 'hand' 

 [E] - voiced front unrounded mid open vocoid, occurs only /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /r/, /s/, /z/ and 
in stressed syllables before /k/. 

 /erA‚/ [E»RA‚] ‘crooked’ 

 /usAete
/ 

[usA»Ete] ‘it spreads out 

    
Back Vowels   
/u/ [u] - voiced back rounded high close vocoid 

 /uni/ [uni] ‘man’ 

 /kumi/ [kumi] ‘some’ 

 /nigu/ [niNgu] ‘happy’ 

 /hui‚/ [hui‚] 'his hair' 

    

/o/ [o] - voiced back rounded mid close vocoid 

 /ore/ [oRe] ‘road’ 

 /noko/ [noko] ‘earth’ 

 /po/ [po] ‘pig’ 

 /koe/ [koe] 'wallaby.sp' 

    

/A/ [A] - voiced back unrounded low close vocoid 

 /Are/ [Are] ‘come up’ 

 /mAde/ [mAnde] ‘talk’ 

 /kosA/ [kosA] ‘sun’ 

 /usAete
/ 

[usAEte] ‘it spreads out 

 

Consonant Contrasts 

 
Bilabial 
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 word initial  
  [pAke] 'your older sibling' 
  [bAko] 'sweet potato' 
  [mAko] 'door' 
  [WAkA] 'break' 
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 intervocalic  
  [topo] 'friend' 
  [tombo] 'armband' 
  [tomo‚] 'louse' 
  [toWo] 'hold' 
 
Alveolar/Palatal 
 
 word initial  
  [toko] 'deep forest' 
  [doko‚] 'bird.sp' 
  [noko] 'ground' 
  [Roko‚] 'mark' 
  [soso] 'all' 
  [joRo] 'remain' 
    
 intervocalic  
  [moto] 'soup' 
  [mondo] 'quietly' 
  [mono‚] 'cassowary' 
  [poRo‚] 'fruit bat' 
  [soso] 'all' 
  [kumunzo‚] 'lip' 
  [najo] 'cockatoo' 
 
Velar/Uvular/Glottal 
 
 word initial  
  [ke] 'you (sg.)' 
  [kHe] 'road' 
  [gERe‚] 'roll down' 
  [NERo] 'chatter' 
  [qo] 'faeces' 
  [hoho] 'party' 
    
 intervocalic  
  [noko] 'ground' 
  [noNgo] 'ABL' 
  [neneNo] 'mine' 
  [imAqe] 'rest' 
  [nohoWe] 'follow me' 
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Vowel Contrasts 

 
 word initial  
  [ARe] 'come up' 
  [ERA‚] 'crooked' 
  [iWi‚] 'his father' 
  [oRe] 'way' 
  [uRo] 'hit' 
    
 word medial  
  [pokAmo] 'cover up' 
  [neneNo] 'mine' 
  [poRitu] 'hunter's blind' 
  [Roko‚No] 'mark' 
  [guNgute] 'necklace' 
   
 word final  
  [pARA‚] 'big' 
  [pARe] 'woman' 
  [pARi‚] 'his wife' 
  [poRo‚] 'fruit bat' 
  [piRu] 'long' 
 


